Abstract
Congenital or acquired obstruction is the most common anomaly of nasolacrimal duct (NLD). NLD obstruction (NLDO) is one of the most common problems in pediatric ophthalmology. Some symptoms of NLDO are seen in 6-20% of infants. NLDO creates two problems; first is disruption in the flow of tears that is due to epiphora. Another is the infection leading to stasis of fluid in the lacrimal system. Surgery is the choice treatment of chronic congenital NLDO in the refractory infants to massage and antibiotics. Dam-e is a watery discharge of eyes that has different reasons in Persian Medicine (PM). Based on the symptoms which was seen in patients with NLDO, it could be one of the subgroups of Dam-e. Conforming to Persian Medicine, residue of materials that moves from brain to the eyes and sediments in the NLD, can be the main reason of NLDO. Our case is the thirteen-month-old infant with congenital NLDO unresponsive to antibiotics and massage and has been a candidate for surgery. In PM view, to open the lacrimal duct obstruction, we use the properties of Persian Medicine’s drugs (including Honey, camphor, vinegar and sesame oil) such as fragmentation of excreta (are Moghatte in PM), anti-obstruction (Mofatteh in PM), cleansing (Monaghi in PM) and descaling (Jali in PM) effects, and the patient’s symptoms were nonsurgically relieved. In the discussion of this paper, the properties of these drugs also check point of view of contemporary medicine’s viewpoints compared to Persian Medicine.
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**Introduction**

Increasing secretion of tear is either primary, which is rare, or secondary that will be made by two factors: obstruction of nasolacrimal duct (NLD) or due to stimulating of superficial epithelial or cornea [1]. Six to twenty percent of infants are experiencing nasolacrimal duct obstruction (NLDO). Congenital or acquired obstrucion is the most common anomaly of nasolacrimal duct (NLD) and one of the prevalent problems in the pediatric ophthalmology. NLDO creates two problems; disruption in the flow of tears that is due to epiphora and infection which leads to stasis of fluid in the lacrimal system. This obstruction may cause symptoms of acute and chronic epiphora and dacryocystitis [2]. Treatment of some cases of infants with congenital NLDO which takes long more than 6 months will be followed in one of two ways as below: one way is probing with local anesthe sia and the other way is to continue following up in non-surgical procedures involved in local anti-biotic and massage [3]. If it wasn’t improved till one year, she/he would be operated by probing via membrane [1]. It would be better to apply non-surgical and non-invasive methods for treatment of the patient with surgery indication. Our destination in this article is the report of non-surgical procedures upon principles of PM for it.

**Case report**

Patient was a thirteen-month-old girl who was referred to ophthalmologist several months ago with purulent discharge from inner corner of right eye with NLDO. Since the patient did not respond to current treatment (antibiotic and massage) during the maximum opportunities for non-surgical treatment, had been recommended to surgery (probing). Patient’s parents didn’t have interest in surgery. They consulted with Persian Medicine (PM) clinic in Ardabil. On arrival in baby’s right eye watery discharge and intense green purulent discharge with redness was evident. There was not any other signs and symptoms of a red eye such as swelling, conjunctivitis, pruritus or irritation. Also there was no any signs and symptoms of other diseases of the lacrimal system such as swelling and inflammation of the eyelids or lacrimal vesicles, lacrimal lymphadenopathy, lymphadenopathy or swelling under the sub mandibles.

**Describing the medication**

1- On the first visit parents were instructed how to rub honey over baby’s eyelashes three times daily.

2- They were ordered to massage the NLD and corner of the eye with one drop sesame oil 5-7 minutes 4 times daily.

3- A vinegar-based solution containing camphor was made upon Iranian traditional pharmacy books [4]. Parents rubbed it twice daily with cotton swab over lower pore in inner corner of eye cautiously and carefully. For protecting cornea, lower eyelid was estranged from inner corner of eye for a few moments after rubbing cotton swab to the pore.
Outcomes
Two weeks after treatment, mother reported 40-50% reduction of purulent discharge and tearing. Assessing disease severity and response to treatment was based on symptoms and diagnosis of ophthalmologist and patient’s idea [5]. It was recommended to continue rubbing combination of camphor and vinegar with half of previous dose to avoid possible complications of treatment. The other orders were repeated. Four weeks after treatment patient symptoms of right eye was fully improved. The reason of next visit was for consulting about low weight of baby. Then patient’s mother reported watery discharge from left eye caused by wind and coldness. The physician recommended the use of sesame oil over the nose, cheeks, around the eyes and forehead at nights. In the next visit, watery discharge of left eye was treated completely during 3 weeks. In follow-up, there was no relapse after one year.

Discussion
NLDO may occur due to congenital or acquired causes [6]. In contemporary medicine, if congenital NLDO of babies become chronic and doesn’t respond to nonsurgical methods (massage and topical antibiotics) till one year, it would be operated by probing via membrane [1,3]. In PM, brain is the source of the moistures which flow to the eye. Avicenna and the other PM physicians explained a disease called “Dam-e”. Dam-e is a watery discharge of eyes whith different reasons that have been explained in PM. Filling the waste of head is one of the causes create Dam-e in PM perspective. If the cleansing power of these substances in the brain is low, this material moves towards the eye. If the eye cannot clean these wastes, they accumulate in the course of nasolacrimal duct and cause duct obstruction. This blockage can affect the process of tearing and cause eye infectious discharge. NLDO is one of the manifestations of this disease in contemporary medicine [2,7,8]. According to PM, density of materials that moves from brain towards the eyes and sediment in the NLD, is the main reason of NLDO [7,8]. This was the reason of NLDO in mentioned patient as well. So by correct recognition about functional properties of PM’s drugs, these kinds of obstructions can be treated without surgery. In investigating the effect of drugs used in the present case upon PM view and comparing with contemporary medicine the following findings were obtained:
1- According to PM, honey shattered the waste that integrated in the ducts of body and it can open and clean the walls of the ducts with clearing the wašte. (Is "Moghatte", "Monaghghi", "Mofatteh" and "Jali" in PM). Topical use of honey in the corner of the eye can clean tear duct route from obstructing materials. Honey conveys effects of drugs all over the body as well as vinegar. It can be a carrier of camphor for more penetration to obstruction site. (Mobadreg in PM). From the perspective of contemporary medicine, it could be said that convoys increased uptake,
metabolism and pharmacological activities of the drug along with them. [9] In PM, not only honey can open the obstructions but also it is effective for eye irritation and many other eye diseases used alone or in combination with other medicines [10]. In contemporary medicine studies Honey is a natural product with anti-bacterial properties and without causing drug resistance. It is applicable in the treatment of chronic infected wounds. It has some applications in ophthalmology. Honey can be effective to treat dry eye syndrome, bullous keratopathy and opacities of the cornea after herpetic keratitis successfully. It also reduces redness, swelling and the eradication of bacterial eye infections in conjunctivitis [11]. In one study it was reported that usage of honey in the treatment of corneal ulcer caused by contact lens was successful [12].

2- Camphor can dissolve materials which induce obstruction (Mohallel in PM) and it is useful in local eye drugs prescriptions [10]. Survey the effects of a poly herbal formulation contains camphor on the eyes, was shown antiangiogenic, anti-inflammatory and anti-cataract effects. The combination had intraocular penetration significantly [13]. Obviously, incorrect and unscientific use of camphor can cause damage to the cornea and anterior chamber reaction in the eye [14].

3-Vinegar penetrates expressing effects of drugs along with it to the organs fast (convoys in PM as well as carrier in contemporary medicine) [9] and fragments the excreta (is Moghatte in PM). Vinegar exists in combination of eye topical drugs in the prescriptions of PM [7] Vinegars are the alteration of ethanol into acetic acid [15]. Gossypol acetic acid (GAA) is a crystallized form of Gossypol including of gossypol and acetic acid. It can inhibit lipid peroxidation, exhibits anti oxidative behavior and act as an anticancer drug. Also upon US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approved drugs/natural products library, it can prevent oxidative stress-induced pre cell death. Gossypol is a naturally occurring polyphenolic compound isolated from cottonseed [16] that has high medical importance. Gossypol engrossed anticancer and antiviral activities. Also Gossypol is weighed as a male birth control agent [17]. GAA is able to prevent stress induced necrosis in the macular cells in the pre cell die stage in dry eye-related macular degeneration disease. Its effect exerts by inhibiting the intrinsic necrotic pathway due to oxidative stress [16] it seems adding the Gossypol to acetic acid increases the potency of Gossypol.

In this patient with vinegar-based solution containing camphor which made upon Iranian traditional pharmacy accounts [4], we used solving effect (as Mohallel in PM) of camphor for unblocking (aim of solving is destroying materials completely without wastages) and vinegar enhanced penetration of camphor in obstruction and fragmented the excreta (is Mobadreg and Moghatte in PM) [10].

4- Sesame oil is warm-natured and is anti-obstruction (Mofatteh in PM). In this patient sesame oil is used for increasing the effect of rubbing in tear duct route by its mentioned properties, and rubbing increases penetration
of sesame oil in route of tear’s outfall, so obstruction disappears slowly [10]. In a study that surveys the effect of oil massage on healthy term infants, the results showed that among the various oils that were used in the study, Sesame oil has obvious effects on growth, sleep improving and increasing the blood flow of the femoral artery [18]. It seems that in the present case also sesame oil could be useful to increase circulation of the massage area. Also it probably has helped to improve patient by increasing the speed of movement of the material inside the duct. In presented case the treatment duration was about 4 weeks. This time was significantly shorter than other nonsurgical treatments in some studies [19, 20]. For example, one study designed to survey the rate of suggestive development of congenital NLDO in infants cured with conservative administration in the first year of age. The patients were separated into two groups. Group 1 (28 eyes of 24 patients) was involved of the patients who were applied efficient lacrimal sac massage regularly throughout the follow-up time, and group 2 whose parents did not apply a regular lacrimal channel regularly (8 eyes of 7 patients). Thirty-three eyes of 31 patients (18 rights and 15 left) efficaciously resolved with simply conservative management (91.6 %). In these thirty-three eyes, one eye (3 %) resolved in the middle of 0 and 3 months, fourteen eyes (42.5 %) resolved among 4 and 6 months [20]. In addition, surgical treatments have not been fully successful. This is reported from a study which 10% of the cases led to resurgical procedures [5]. Upon “honey, vinegar, camphor, sesame oil, Persian medicine, herbal and NLDO” keywords searching in the Google Scholar and PubMed databases, in the best of our knowledge, using honey, vinegar, camphor and sesame oil was not found in researches for the treatment of NLDO. According to this matter, the probability of improvement acceleration and reduction in surgical indications with these medical methods since onset of the disease will be reinforced. This study was based upon an evaluation of the mechanisms of a disease called “Dam-e” in PM and NLDO in contemporary medicine that leads to treatment of the patient candidate for surgery.

**Conclusion**

Because of association between etiologies of NLDO in two views of contemporary medicine and PM, we can establish an easier, faster and safer method for the treatment of diseases. It is recommended to planning studies that accelerate effect of treatment in patients to reduce the cost and side effects.
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